
Pop Quiz for Sellers - Circle the correct answers

1) How long will it take to sell my home?  

A   One day. I don’t want all qualified buyers who are interested to have a chance to get in and see the 
house. We want to make it a race. 

B   One week up to one year. I know it depends on the condition and price of the home when we put it 
on the market. The more appealing the house is to the taste of today’s buyers, and the closer the price 
is to market value, the quicker it will sell. And vice versa, the more buyers perceive the house to be in 
need of work, and the more it is priced above market value, the longer it will take to sell.    

C  I don’t care how long it takes to sell, I’m not moving unless I get the money I know I deserve. I’m 
thinking about pricing my house so it will stay on the market for years. 

2)  What are the things I can do to get the best return when I sell? 

 A  Maintain the floral wallpaper and the bold paint colors on the walls — I’m quite taken 
 with my choices and I know that the buyers will feel the same even if it isn’t hip. 

 B  Organize all of my collections around the house, show off all of my magazines and books, keep my 
closets filled to the brim and adorn my kitchen counter with toasters, coffee makers, and gadgets 
galore, and my bathroom vanity with soaps, toothbrushes, and hygiene products. 

C  The more furniture and stuff the better! I don’t want the buyers to be able to see the heating system 
and electrical box anyway — frankly they don’t need to see those things.  

D  None of the above. 

 3) What are the things I can do to get the best return when I sell? 

 A  Drastic decluttering, deep cleaning and purging to optimize the space. 

 B  Fresh paint everywhere, with today’s trendy neutrals. 

 C  Refresh kitchen and baths if my savvy agent knows it’s the best investment. 

 D  Replace older furniture with staging in today’s design to attract the most buyers. 

E  All of the above if my agent advises me to do so. 

4) What does my agent need from me to start marketing the property? 

 A  The lessons I’ve learned from watching HGTV. 

 B  The advice from my friend/relative who lives in another real estate market, particularly as it relates 
to the pricing of my home. 

C  To have professional photos 7-10+ days before we launch the listing so that we can pre-market and 
prepare marketing materials. I understand if we are launching in MLS on a Wednesday, the house needs 
to be ready no later than the prior Wednesday, to ensure the best exposure of the property. 



5)  Who determines the value of your property? 

 A  The real estate agent who tells me the highest listing price. 

 B  My friend who sold her house two years ago. 

 C  The house around the corner that is almost exactly like mine, except that mine is  
 much larger and in better condition and my street is a little nicer. I saw a whole bunch  
 of workmen at the house so I know that it wasn’t updated. 

 D  The buyers. The price of my property is determined by what they are willing to pay when they 
compare my home to other properties. 

6) Will I hire the agent who gives me the highest suggested listing price?  

 A  Yes. 

 B  It’s tempting. 

 C  Maybe, maybe not — but I will be sure to hire the agent who will get me the most money on the day 
I close. I want an agent who tells me the truth, gives me excellent advice and strategies, and knows 
how to negotiate to maintain my equity after home inspection. I understand that pricing my house to 
attract the most buyers results in the best selling price.  

7)   Preparing the house for every showing is: 

 A  Extremely inconvenient — so I’m only doing one group showing or Open House a week. Too bad if 
buyers can’t get in when I have it cleaned up. They just need to figure it out. 

B  Difficult — so I will need three days notice for every showing even if I will lose buyers who have gone 
to see other properties. 

C  Lousy — but I know that the easier I make the home to show, the more buyers will see it and the 
better price and terms I will get for my property. 

8)  If a buyer makes a fantastic offer before the deadline, I should:  

 A  Take it and run. It’s the best scenario for the buyers who want me to take their offer before the offer 
deadline because they are afraid another buyer will pay more money. 

B  Take it and run. We told all of the other agents and their buyers we weren’t reviewing offers until our 
deadline.  Tough luck. I’m really not interested in seeing what other buyers may have offered. 

C  Take it and run. The buyer who made the offer said they won’t wait until the deadline. I’m not asking 
myself why they won’t wait if they really want the house. 

D  Request Buyer wait until offer deadline. After all, If it’s really the best offer on Saturday, it will still be 
the best offer on Tuesday.  

Answer Key:  1.B, 2.D, 3.E, 4.C, 5.D, 6.C, 7.C, 8.D
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